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    Do you have a reservation with us through Thomas Cook tour operator? We will be happy to help you on  +34 917 941 285.
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8 REASONS TO ENJOY YOUR HOLIDAYS WITH US







Medical guarantee

Doctor available to you + coverage of hospital expenses + travel for a companion





Trust

Quirón Prev.® and Cristal St.® help us to meet the strictest health standards. We have been awarded the Andalucía Segura® (Safe Andalucia) seal





Online check-in

Check in on your mobile and we'll have everything ready when you get here






Safe buffet

Please wear a mask and disinfect your hands before entering the specific buffet area. Controlled capacity





Professional service and limited capacity

Trained and protected staff, without losing our family-friendly atmosphere. Crowding will be avoided





Bars/Restaurants

We have adapted to the new situation: digital menus, social distancing, continuous cleaning and disinfection, etc.





Swimming pools

Enjoy the pools as always. We just ask that you maintain social distancing






Rooms


The best way to rest, in line with the highest disinfection and cleaning standards








More information


















  


    
  
  

  OUR GUESTS ENJOY AMÀRE HOTELS IN SAFETY




  


Here are some comments about us that people have left on social media:
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    María


    10 excellent

    Everything perfect. The staff provide an excellent service, particularly Jesús at the
pool and Marín in reception.
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    Alberto


      Relaxation and great service

    We are spending a few wonderfully relaxing days at Amàre Beach Hotel Marbella. The facilities, the location, the pool and the service (particularly the extremely professional Jesus) are the highlights. The food is varied and healthy. The gym is great and fully equipped. You can do yoga on the beach or enjoy a bike ride. Great views from the room. The rooftop bar is recommendable.
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    almudenac0rpas17


      Friendliness and service

    During our stay at the hotel we generally liked everything, but particularly the
attention paid to us by the waiter Jesús in the pool area, due to his friendliness and
amazing service. The experience in the hotel's Spa was also very satisfactory,
where we were welcomed by Maku and María José (amazing hands for relaxation).
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    albertoll2


      Excellent service

    Excellent hotel with fabulous service. For Marbella it is not too expensive,
considering that it is right on the beach front. The best thing is the people who
work there: Lourdes, Jesús and the rest of the team are amazing and friendly
people, always willing to make your stay more than enjoyable.
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    Olivia Sgobba


      5/5

    Fantastic hotel and team!!!As always, we liked this hotel and its ambience very much. Many thanks to Jesús whose service was nothing short of perfect. He takes great care of his guests.
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    Scott


      10 Perfect

    Couldn’t ask for anymore, high recommend.
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    Daniel


    Everything is as it should be. The hotel is lovely and very well kept.
    

  



















  


    
  
Caring for you is our priority. We want you to enjoy worry-free holidays at all our hotels. This is why we’re adding a medical guarantee to your stay, at no extra cost to you and for all bookings made through our website or booking centre, to make sure that the following services are available if you need them:

Amàre Beach Hotel Ibiza

	Medical consultation by phone in Spanish or English.
	Transfer to the nearest hospital or designated quarantine facility.
	Coverage of medical, pharmaceutical or hospitalisation expenses, up to €4.000. (An excess of 100 Euro is set in all cases, to be paid by the Insured Person)
	Coverage of return travel expenses for a companion (within Europe).
	Accommodation expenses for a companion of the hospitalised insured party, with a limit of €500.


*This complementary and supplementary guarantee will only be provided if the guest does not directly or indirectly have insurance that could cover Covid-19. Applicable to stays to be enjoyed up until 30/06/2022.

Amàre Beach Hotel Marbella

	Medical consultation by phone in Spanish or English.
	Transfer to the nearest hospital or designated quarantine facility.
	Coverage of medical, pharmaceutical or hospitalisation expenses, up to €4.000. (An excess of 100 Euro is set in all cases, to be paid by the Insured Person)
	Coverage of return travel expenses for a companion (within Europe).
	Cost of the extension of a hotel stay on the part of the insured person and the Companion (including in the event of quarantine). Up to €5.000 or 15 days


*This policy represents insurance that is complementary (second layer) to the insurance or cover that the insured traveller may have; the said insurance covering the insured traveller shall be applicable in the first instance. All international travellers (foreign, non-resident), travelling to the Autonomous Region of Andalucía as a tourist by whatever means of transport, lodging in an officially recognised establishment with an irrefutable booking, during the stay thereof within the cover period of the insurance. This policy applies in case of Covid-19 during stays to be enjoyed up until 30/06/2022.

If you have any additional queries, please call us on +34 951 568 560 or write to booking@amarehotels.com.



































































































